INTRODUCTION

Mitek provides a range of services to support the efficient growth, capability, and profitability of our customers. Our Plans Services team allows our customers to improve their scalability without adding overhead. Our software consulting and implementation team enables effective transformation to high-performance processes.

SERVICES

Mitek’s Enterprise Software systems optimize the business workflow, including the costing, design, and production of homes. Our SAPPHIRE® 3D Structural Modeling Software also expands the capability of every 2D or 3D architectural software platform — by creating an optimized, buildable, structural frame in a virtual world.

SOFTWARE

Mitek Engineering Services® Utilize expert, customizable Drafting and Design Services, using structural design software, to quickly reconstruct projects from concept to completion. Since 1996.

Weightless® Design Services
Create a BIM system designed to optimise the client’s return on investment and deliver quality, utilizing Weightless® Production Home Design Services.

Consulting and Implementation Services
Our consulting, training and optimisation processes enable our clients to transform their business to our higher performance software platforms and maintain your business productivity.

SAPPHIRE® Build for Home Builders
Optimize operational workflow using this cloud-based, enterprise management software that helps manage all aspects of your business for marketing, sales, construction operations, product development and customer relationship management.

SAPPHIRE® Supply for LBM Distributors
Utilize a SAPPHIRE® solution in the ever-changing world of wholesale home furnishing, ensuring layout and design. Maximize your productivity by eliminating the paperwork. It’s time to digitize the supply chain.

SAPPHIRE® Structure for Component Manufacturers
SAPPHIRE® Structure delivers powerful structural modeling, editing, and upstream workflows. It streamlines efficiency, productivity and more focus on the design process with software that works the way you work.

SAPPHIRE® Builder MT / Sales Simplicity / Options Online
Best in-class enterprise software for residential home builders and their trades. The most award-winning technology in home building.

Mitek® HMT Cloud™ (Coming in 2019)
Aims to solve one industry problem that enterprise builders and Mitek® SAPPHIRE® MT Build, which powers some of the largest volume home builders today.

Cobi® Estimating Software
Scroll through estimates, suppliers, builders and contractors. Cobi® delivers analysis and instant solution for estimating your building and construction projects.

Weightless® Right-Suite™
A powerful, fully integrated residential and commercial (2020 CA) solution for Mitek Engineering and Sales.

ENGINEERED STRUCTURAL CONNECTIONS

Mitek® Strut Solutions
The only complete line of lateral force resisting products for residential homes — from single-family to multi-story multifamily complexes.

Mitek® ProSeries™ Fasteners
Increase productive speed and quality with better performing, engineered fasteners. Globe compliant. Pro-quality. Robust labor.

GCC® Ornamental Wood Trims
The industry’s leading decorative hardware includes the broadest offering in the market — 6500+ Trim combinations by 3 patents.

USF® Structural Connectors
A complete line of innovative code compliant construction hardware backed by robust design and placement software, training and technical support.

Mitek® HVAC Duct Systems
High-efficiency solutions from the industry’s largest producers of duct vent products in the air distribution and ventilation markets.

Mitek® Anchoring Solutions
Utilize a complete line of high-performance anchors and mechanical anchors from a robust line of residential applications.

24” Tie-Down System
Dust proof, installation and production time with the most commercial, single-ply uprising system in the industry in connected with non-arc forces.

Mitek® Martian Barrier Solutions
From foundation barriers to foundations, offers a superior and comprehensive solution against common design codes for each structural.

OFF-SITE MANUFACTURING

Conquer the labor shortage. Off-site design, prefabrication technology reduces cycle times and offers predictable costs, resulting in higher throughput for you and consistent, high-quality homes for your customers.